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Theme Series | T162

T162 is using USB 3.1 Gen1 (USB 3.0) transfer interface, 
which is the new generation of USB specification. Apart 
from the same easy-to-use USB technology of the last 
generation and features of plug and play, the 
performance is enhanced 10 times better and power 
management is also improved. With ultra large 128GB 
capacity, T162 can store up to 3200 photos (12MP) and 
480 minutes of video (1080P, 30fps). It can satisfy the 
needs of high speed transfer and multimedia file storage, 
and makes file sharing easier than ever before.
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The product design of T162 has combined 
the concepts of “handheld convenience” 
and “ergonomics”. It is the first USB 
drive designed with an ergonomic grip 
ring. With a little bit of artistic twist and 
practical functions, It not only is an 
elegant, compact, easy-to-carry key ring, 
but also allows users to plug and pull 
easily.

Ergonomic grip ring

The T162 ergonomic grip ring also has a 360 
degrees, rotating, and 4-way positioning 
structural design. It allows users to rotate the ring 
according to their actual usage space, so other 
equipment or devices won’t be interfered. The 
rotating ring also allows T162 to be easily stored 
inside the pocket, adding convenience to storing, 
and works like a charm. In addition to the space 
saving and easy to use features, yet it offers you to 
store important data and precious memory at 
anytime and anywhere.

Apart from the artistic and fashionable look, T162 is 
using COB (Chip On Board) assembly process to offer 
waterproof and dust-proof. It avoids data corruption 
or data loss which caused by external forces during 
the operation. It provides all-around protection to 
every moment of your precious memory.

360 degrees, rotating and
4-way positioning design

all-around protection in 
waterproof and dust-proof
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Main Feature

T162 is conveniently designed with a strap hole which is 
easy for users to carry around. The fashion strap can be 
turning into a fashion accessory and match with your 
desired personal items. By hanging it on your personal 
items, you can store precious memories at any time.

2016 T162 also has won the the most prestige design award in the Chinese 
speaking market - The Golden Pin Design Award. All 3005 applications were 
carefully and intensively reviewed by Shenzhen, Beijing, Shanghai and Taipei, 
and it stands out of 457 applications from Taiwan, Mainland China, Hong 
Kong, Macao, Malaysia, Singapore, Japan, Switzerland, etc. It once again 
proves Team Group's solid and industry leading R&D strength.

Design Award

Thoughtful strap hole design
makes it Easy to carry and store

waterproof

dustproof

Ergonomic
grip ring

360。

●  USB 3.1 Gen1 (USB 3.0) high speed transfer
●  Ergonomic grip ring
●  360°, rotating and four-way positioning design saves space cleverly
●  COB assembly process offers all-around protection in waterproof and dust-proof
●  Thoughtful strap hole design makes it easy to carry and store

●  USB 3.1 Gen1 (USB 3.0) high speed transfer
●  Ergonomic grip ring
●  360°, rotating and four-way positioning design saves space cleverly
●  COB assembly process offers all-around protection in waterproof and dust-proof
●  Thoughtful strap hole design makes it easy to carry and store
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Item Specification

Specification

Ordering Information
Team P/NDescription

Above technical information is based on industry standard data and tested to be reliable. However, Team makes no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, as to its accuracy and assumes no liability in connection with the use of this product.

Team reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time without prior notice.

Address: 3F, No.166, Jian 1st Rd., Zhonghe Dist., 
New Taipei City 23511, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Tel: +886-2-82265000 Fax: +886-2-82265808
mail: sales@teamgroup.com.tw / rma@teamgroup.com.tw
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T162

USB 3.1 Gen1 (USB 3.0)

16 / 32 / 64 / 128GB

Blue、Pink

DC + 5V

Read : up to 85 MB/s ; Write : up to 20 MB/s** (32GB and above)
※Device with USB 3.1 port is required in order to
    achieve USB 3.1 Gen. 1 (USB 3.0) performance.

28 x 28.5 x 4.7 mm

No

Lifetime warranty

Model

Interface

Capacity

Color

Voltage

Dimensions

LED Reveal

Warranty

Data Transfer Rate 

Operation System
Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista 

MAC OS 10.4 or later / Linux 2.6.33 or later

Notes:
  *1GB=1,000,000,000 Bytes. In OS system, it would be displayed as 1,000,000,000 Bytes / 1024 / 1024 / 1024 = 0.93GB
**Transmission speed will vary according to different hardware / software conditions, therefore the data can
    only used for basic reference.
※We reserve the right to modify product specifications without prior notice.

TT162316GK01

TT162332GK01

TT162364GK01

TT1623128GK01

TT162316GL01

TT162332GL01

TT162364GL01

TT1623128GL01

16GB

32GB

64GB

128GB

16GB

32GB

64GB

128GB
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Color Capacity

PINK

BLUE


